Pr. Eric Ballot

European trends in logistics: how can
physical internet and improved horizontal
collaboration alter the conditions for
stakeholders?
Transporteffektivitetsdagen – Örebro, Aug. 27th, 2015

Agenda
• European trends in logistics
•
•
•
•

The demand
Some facts
The sector
IT

• HC and the PI: different collaboration schemes
•
•

Pooling achievements and limits
Physical Internet Definition

• Stakes and perspectives
•
•
•

Global stakes
Which stakeholders?
A call for a consistent roadmap
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An incredible success
 Efficiency, trends and innovations

• Intensity
•

Flow exponential growth
(even if they will not reach the sky)

2 100 000 000 000 t.km EU28 in 2013
1tx287 d(sun to earth)

• Shipments fragmentation
•

Shipment median weight divided by 4,5
from 160 kg in 1988 to 30 kg in 2004

Source:
Centre for
sustainable
transportation
Canada

Source IFSTTAR 2013

• A no cost illusion for the consumers

• Expectations: better services and economic support to growth
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Efficiency and environmental impact
 An incredible performance but with contradictions

• Huge dominance of freight road transport in EU
75% of tkm
Truck overall
efficiency
(Food UK)

• Fill rate and empty trip ratio difficult to improve
McKinnon, A., Y. Ge, and D. Leuchars, Analysis of
Transport Efficiency in the UK Food Supply Chain, L.R.
Centre and S.o.M.a. Languages, Editors. 2003:
Edinburgh. p. 38.

• Emissions not under control

EU CO2
emissions
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The sector
 A lot of evolutions and many great initiatives
• Mainstream: from an integrated to an outsourced
logistics via LSP
• Subcontracted
• Dedicated organizations

• Evolutions:
• LSP consolidation
• Innovations
• Pooling
• 4C
• …

• But a lack of generalization and many challenges ahead!
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Trends in IT – tools are ready for collaboration
 Information could be more independent of logistics operators

• Information captured and exploited mainly locally in silos

• Structured information communication across organizations thanks to the Internet of
Things and new norms
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forecasting process. Again the focus was on getting product to the shelf when it was needed. The initiative

Horizontal collaboration

improved the
n if uor ma t io n flow, bt did nothing
h to c hange te fundamental reconomicsf o today’s goecery supply
chain.

Synchronized Supply Chain Solution
In the beginning of 2000,a
ethe nw int iat ive w s “collaborative
l pae
n ning, forecasting, and r plenishment” (CPFR).

 Pooling and other collaborative organizations

was the
a cross-industry
designed
to increase collaboration
through
In 2002,nES3 it This
roduced
concepthf o teoinitiative
“Ra l l y that
Big was
Cn solidated
R Warehouse”
( BCW). Unlike
JIT,sharing
ECR
n
adof the planning and
process.
Again
was on getting
product enhancements
to the shelf when
was that
needed.
The initiative
CPFR, this was forecasting
not an initiative
focused
onlythe
onfocus
collaboration
or information
butit one
was aimed

• Not a wish, a must to enhance competitiveness
improved the
ntoifcost
or maeffectively
u
t io n flow,change
bt did the
nothing
h tofor
c the
ange
h
te industry.
fundamental
reconomics
f othe
today’s
providing the infrastructure
EOQ
CPG
In other
words,
RBCWgoecery supply
chain.
addresses the economics
B
of the supply chain that had kept the other initiatives from achieving their professed

savings.

• ≠ names co-distribution (Pajala 2002), pooling…
In 2002,nES3 it roduced the concepth
f o teo “Ra l l y Big Cn solidatedR Warehouse” ( BCW). Unlike JIT, ECR
n
ad
CPFR,
wasmnot
initiativesupply
focused
only on
information
but one that was aimed
The R CW combines
u mthis
l taiple
nufan
a cturers’
nchains
it ocollaboration
a single, veryorlarge
supply enhancements
chain.h Ti s s cale
providing
infrastructure
to costtoeffectively
change the EOQ
for thechanges
CPG industry.
In other
words, the RBCW
allows the reduction
of thethe
EOQ
from a truckload
a case. Additionally,
this scale
the delivery
timing

• Scope:
•

addresses
B changes
of the supply
hadfacilitate
kept thethe
other
initiatives
from achieving
theirtoprofessed
from 5 days to 24
hours or the
less.economics
These
in the chain
supplythat
chain
goals
of the previous
initiatives

Transport, stock, logistics center…

savings.
replace product on the shelf just-in-time to avoid out-of-stocks in a more efficient, and cost effective, way than

individual manufacturer and retailer supply chains.
The R CW combines
u ml taiple mnuf a cturers’ supplynchains it o a single, very large supply chain.h Ti s s cale
allows the reduction of the EOQ from a truckload to a case. Additionally, this scale changes the delivery timing
• Pooling: known and experimented since more
than 15 years

•

•

from 5 days to 24 hours or less. These changes in the supply chain facilitate the goals of the previous initiatives to

Great advantages
replace product on the shelf just-in-time to avoid out-of-stocks in a more efficient, and cost effective, way than
ES3’sB RCW
individual manufacturer and retailer supply chains.
• Increases delivery frequency x2
up to
in York,
PA x5
• Reduces costs by 15% or even more
• Reduces CO2 emissions up to 25%
ES3’sB RCW
in York, PA

Few good cases:
• FM Logistics
• ES3 (USA)
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Horizontal collaboration
 Pooling and other collaborative organizations

• Horizontal collaboration needs specific rules and contracts
to take the most of it:
•
•
•
•
•

Compliant with anti trust regulations
Organizational complexity
New player to include trustee or orchestrator
Must be fair (game theory)
Must be stable

• Some remaining challenges:
•
•
•
•

How to expand pooling?
How to limit IT systems interfaces?
How to deal with complexity?
How to make pooling agile and flexible?
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Challenges and the Physical Internet concept
 Definition

An open global logistics system
based on
the physical, digital and operational interconnectivity
enabled by
smart modular containers, interfaces and protocols
for increased efficiency and sustainability
B. Montreuil, R. D. Meller & E. Ballot 2011

In other words: universal interconnection of logistics services

Exemple de
la
superposition
de deux
réseaux

www.physicalinternetinitiative.org
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Expected physical impact
 A generalization of containerization: small and modular boxes

Montreuil, B., Meller, R. D. and Ballot, E. (2010). Towards a
Physical Internet : the impact on logistics facilities and
material handling systems design and innovation. In: AL.,
K. G. E. (ed.) Progress in Material Handling Research.
Material Handling Industry of America
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Information management expected impact
 Be part of the Internet of Things
• All logistics assets could be
connected soon… thanks to the IoT
• We need
•

communications technologies

•

Standard to structure the data

•

Workflows and applications

Information
flow
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Expected impact on networks
 Actual supply networks design

A supplier with 3
factories distributes
via a central
warehouse 10
regional distribution
centers of two
customers
DC of retail chain 1

Another supplier with 3
factories distributes via
2 warehouses to 10
regional distribution
centers of two
customers

+

=

DC of retail chain 2
DC
chain 1 1
Plantofofretail
manufacturer
DC
chain 2 1
WHof
ofretail
manufacturer

Plant of manufacturer 2
WH of manufacturer 2

Two dedicated
supply chains:
overlapping
each other
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Expected impact on networks
 Interconnected networks

A supplier with 3
factories distributes
via a central
warehouse 10
regional distribution
centers of two
customers
DC of retail chain 1

Another supplier with 3
factories distributes via
2 warehouses to 10
regional distribution
centers of two
customers

+

=

DC of retail chain 2
DC
chain 1 1
Plantofofretail
manufacturer
DC
chain 2 1
WHof
ofretail
manufacturer

Plant of manufacturer 2
WH of manufacturer 2

An
interconnected
network
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Stakes and perspectives
 “What if” we transfer shipments from supply networks to a “basic” version of the Physical Internet?

• An example with two
retailers in France
• 13 weeks of flows
•
•
•
•
•

2 582 692 pallets
211 167 orders
3 product-families
50 sub-families
+200 locations

Plants,
warehouses
and
distribution
canters

2010 - 2012
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Stakes and perspectives
 The simulation requires to design several key components

Network design
• Actual supply networks

• A network of 47 hubs with hundreds
of transportation services

Physical
Internet
Network

Network optimization by meta-heuristics with max distance constraint between hubs
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Stakes associated with Physical Internet
 Key physical performance indicators

Fill rate
Actual
solution

+20%
Physical
Internet

Montreuil, B., Meller, R. D. and Ballot, E. (2010). Towards a
Physical Internet : the impact on logistics facilities and
material handling systems design and innovation. In: AL.,
K. G. E. (ed.) Progress in Material Handling Research.
Material Handling Industry of America

E. Ballot

Montreuil, B., Meller, R. D. and Ballot, E. (2010). Towards a
Physical Internet : the impact on logistics facilities and
material handling systems design and innovation. In: AL.,
K. G. E. (ed.) Progress
in Material
27th August
2015 Handling Research.
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Stakes and perspectives
 A simulation of a FMCG supply network in France

Cost reduction from -12% to -36% without changing inventory management

M€
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Stakes associated with Physical Internet
 Key physical performance indicators

Travelled
distance

+

Actual
solution

=

-15%
Physical
Internet

Ballot É., B. Montreuil, R. Meller (2015), The Physical Internet: The Network of Logistics Networks, Doc. Française.

E. Ballot
rofessor'Benoit'Montreuil,'2015/06/24,'36/60'
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August 2015

Logis9k'Future<Lab'
Linz,'Austria'
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Stakes associated
al experiments

with Physical Internet

 Key physical performance indicators

Numerical experiments
Results analysis

Actual
e of low level demand and high fixed ordering cost

Inventory

Physical
An example of annual distribution flows inInternet
PI network:
solution

-30%

17

An adjusted solution according to the need
Source: Yanyan Yang, Shenle Pan and Eric Ballot. “A model to take advantage of Physical Internet for vendor inventory management”
INCOM2015, May 2015, Ottawa, Canada
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Consumers
• No shortage on the Internet!
•

So many products stored and yet so often unavailable…

• A physical internet access provider for all
•

It groups my deliveries, my shipments and knows me!

• A bonus when I announce my car journey
•

I becomes a carrier of… goods containers!

• Invent your app!
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Shippers
 Many potential advantages and some drawbacks
• PI or horizontal collaboration brings:
•
•
•
•

Higher delivery frequency at an affordable cost
Better product availability
More modal shift opportunity
Lower environmental impact

• But some major threats
• Fear of loosing a competitive advantage
• Fear of loosing control of product distribution
• How to come back ?

• An uncertainty about power in distribution channels between
producers and retailers
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Logistics service providers and carriers
 A drastic change
• A completely new strategy and business model
• Less visibility, more dynamic
• Much more complex to operate

• More sorting…
• Based on synergies and
co operations

• Airlines and maritime companies show the way with:
• Yield management - Amadeus

• Alliances - code sharing and traffic exchange agreement

• A new approach of operations, network and geography
• Additional services and competition at the same time

• Neither needed technologies and mindset are fully ready
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Institutions: an opportunity to lever investments
 The backbone multimodal transport network
• A huge investment in
infrastructure
• Intelligent
Transportation
Systems
implementation
• Already a call for flows
consolidation

• An opportunity to
develop multimodal
hubs at Ten-T
crossroads
• Regulations
Source: http://ec.europa.eu/transport/themes/infrastructure/index_en.htm
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Our planet
 We need to drastically reduce our emissions without shutting down our economies

EU CO2
emissions
targets
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A European perspective: ALICE ETP
 Create a framework for a more consistent approach of logistics issues

• The goal
•
•
•
•

Efficiency gain by a factor 2 or 3!
A more resilient network
A better use of infrastructure
and means
A call for innovation

• Obstacles
•
•
•
•

Not urgent
Too many standards
New business models
A lot of investments in logistics
assets
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Roadmap as a business model

5

 An industrial sector to coordinate

scaling. Technical progress was of course a key ingredient of this industry ability,
was not the only one: another key factor was the high degree of confidence, shared
industry players, that achieving Moore’s law was possible AND would brin
expected benefits.

Transistor Scaling

Investment

Better Performance/Cost

Market Growth

Source:
Arden,
al., More-than-Moore,
in White Paper. 2010, ITRS
Fig. 1: The virtuous
circle
ofW.,
theetsemiconductor
industry

Source: http://www.itrs.net/about.html

The ITRS is based on this industry-wide shared confidence of both the tec
feasibility and the economic validity of this virtuous cycle, as it is clearly stated
introduction to the ITRS executive summary: “a basic premise of the Roadmap has
that continued scaling of electronics would further reduce the cost per function [ …
promote market growth for integrated circuits”.
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the ITRS is not the only mechanism that has been at work to achiev

Roadmap as a business model
 An industrial sector to coordinate

• Moore’s law
1. guide the research effort
2. synchronize the technology
development and the timely
availability

• More than Moore
1. restricted set of figures of merits (FOM)
2. convergence of opinion among a
majority of the key players on the
progress of FOM (Law of Expected
Progress)
3. potential market of significant size
inducing a wide applicability of the
roadmap (WAT)
4. willingness to share information (SHR)

3. increase the resource
efficiency through focus
1. promote market growth and job
creation

5. existence of a community of players
(ECO)
Focus on synchronization

Combining focus and variety

Source: Arden, W., et al., More-than-Moore, in White Paper. 2010, ITRS
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Roadmap with two coordination approaches
 An industrial sector to coordinate

Focus on synchronization
•Setting a pace for the emissions
targets?

Combining focus and variety
•Composed boxes
•Smart logistics tools
•Autonomy

EU CO2
emissions
targets

interdependence
of logistical tools

Source: Modulushca project deliverable

E. Ballot
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How to know more about it?
 Recently published

• Research papers

• (E)-Books
– In English

• YouTube movies
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Thank you
Questions and comments are welcome,
and especially collaborative project avenues

Benoit.Montreuil@cirrelt.ulaval.ca
www.physicalinternetinitiative.org
Twitter: @physicinternet
Pr. Eric Ballot
Mines ParisTech
60, boulevard Saint-Michel
75006 Paris – France
Tel: +33 1 40 51 90 97
Email: eric.ballot@mines-paristech.fr

Physical Internet Manifesto, version 1.11.1
Professor Benoit Montreuil, CIRRELT, Université Laval
Québec, 2012-11-28, 76/76
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